
Correction 

Reading Comprehension 

1) The correct answer is :a reporter

2) Read the text and say if the sentences are true or false

True 

False 

True 

False 

3)Answer the questions according to the text

1) The reporter conducted a survey to know what young people in Britain do in their leisure time

2)Yes, they do .To chat with friends , playing video games, and watching videos.

3)Non –sporting activities teenagers practice are: Watching tv ( music) internet , going to concert ot

theatre………….. 

4) The title : What do young people in Britain do in their leisure time?

What or who do the underlined words in the text refer to ? 

a) they (2§)young people     c) they (5§) girls

B) Text exploration

1) Hobby: activity you do for pleasure in your free time.

   Survey: general view of study for something 

   Violent: involving physical force 

   Chat : generally informal talk 

2) Divide the following words into roots and suffixes

WORD ROOT SUFFIX 

tasteful taste ful 

grammarian grammar ian 

firmly firm ly 

hopeless hope less 

3) Rewrite sentence ” b” so that it means the same as sentence “a”

1) Joan asked Milly why she wanted to buy that book then.

2) Ned ordered him not to take that car

3)Nicolas said tha he spentmuch of his leisure time surfing on the net.

4) The journalist asked him if he read daily newspapers

 4)Derive adverbs from the adjectives between brackets 
1)The journalist interview the teenagers politely.

2) A student should express himself clearly.

3) Maria speaks English fluently.

-  Cross out the silent letters from the following words 

   Report   ,     know ,  castle , yacht ,  firmly ,should    

Written expression (5pts) 

Complete the dialogue 

Interviewer: Excuse me. We ‘re doing a survey at school on people’s relaxing   activities Can I ask you 

a few questions ,please? 

Interviewee: Yes ,if you are quick. 

Interviewer: Thank you my first question is: Do you take some rest after a busy day? 

Interviewee: Yes, I take some rest after a busy day. 

Interviewer: Fine which kind of music do you enjoy most? 

Interviewee: Oh the music I enjoy most is Jazz music 

Interviewer:  Do you prefer watching films or reading books  in the evening? 

Interviewee: I prefer watching adventure films rather than reading books in the evening. 

Interviewer : Well,  thank you very much for your kindness goodbye. 

Interviewee: bye 
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